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afternoon of November 22, 

would seem to be one of the simpler problems the Warren Commission had to solve. The Shots were fired in the pres. ence of thousands of witnesses, including many who were fa- 

  

miliar with the sounds of rifle . fire. Three spent cartridge , Cases, a@ nearly whole bullet and severa) fragments of bul- Jets were found after the as- -Sassination. Surely, one would think, the Commission . had enough physical evidence and had located a sufficient num- ber of witnesses to determine beyond any doubt how many shots were fired. : 
But this is not the case. In- stead of a Comprehensive and - convincing answer to this cru- cial question, we are given con- tradictory statements, evasions and dubious conclusions, 
The Commission tells us that “the weight of evidence indi- -Cates that there were three shots fired" at the President's car in the assassination. It bases this finding largely on > two dits of evidence: The testi: mony of a number of witnesses that they heard. three shots, and the discovery of three Spent cartridges in the room at the southeast corner of the sixth floor of the book deposi- tory. . , 

Open To Question 
How solid is this evidence? - Not very solid, as the Commis- 

sion is forced to admit, at least in regard to the testimony of the witnesses. . 
“The consensus among the witnesses at the scene was 

that three shots were fired,” says ‘the Commission. “How- ever, some heard only two shots, while others testified 
that they heard four and Per- . haps as many as five Or six 

shots.” . . ; .- 
So the determination of the 

number of shots heard by the 
witnesses is open. to question. _* But the Cammincian bem gn 

n = a. ATSts VTS. 

By SYLVAN FOX | |» ~ 

1963.-° ‘ At casual glance, this - 

of the three empty cartridge - Cases, 
“The most convincing evi- ~ dence Telating 10 the number of shots was Provided by the . presence on the sixth floor of three spent Cartridges which Were demonstrated 10 have 

Caused the wounds,” the Com- mission says, adding that “the preponderance of evidence, in © particular the three Spent car- tridges, led the Commission to conclude that there were three * shots ‘fired.” 

Not Conclusive 
This might de persuasive Proof if only Oswald was fir. ! - ing at Mr. Kennedy. It. Pales if at Jeast one other Person was shooting at the President from - another, location, in which case the three spent cartridges could hardly be considered con- clusive evidence of the number. of shots. fired, Indeed, even ‘if a Oswald alone was firing at the President, the Spent cartridges completely. This too is fener. Would not tell us for certain ally conceded and is substan- how many shots he fired: it is lated by a witness, James T. possible that Oswald ejected an Tague, who was watching the empty cartridge from his rifie motorcade from a spot near the - before doing any shooting, in Triple Underpass when -the which case the three cartridges shooting started and was would account for only two struck on the cheek by an ob. . ‘Ject—either a bullet fragment ‘But the Commission weaves or a piece of pavement thrown its fabric to its own Specifica- into the air by an impacting tions. It insists that Oswald _— bullet. Tague repo and no one else fired at the jury to a deputy 

shots. 

+ President. Then, since this con- examined the - clusion can only remain plausi-. . Tague: had been ble if a maximum of three "- found a mark oa : shots were fired, it accepts the '. appeared to have been caused . Consensus of its witnesses and by a bullet, - the discovery of. three spent cartridges as proof that only three shots were fired.- 

Shots hit Mr. Kennedy. Of that, YOU remember. there is no doubt. One hit him either in the back,:as-the Com: ‘total of at least f mission asserts: or in the front - creating an entirely of the neck, as others suggest... cpr tet tien om Bn 

“This would se 

  

m @ curb that - 

That accounts for 
- three shots. But an 

loose end remains. Gov. John 
A serious Problem arises, . = however, At least two separate Connally was also 

em to make a 
Our shots, thus, 

‘ ‘ 

ried his in. 
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shots, after all, automatically 
mean at least two assassins, 

and more than one. assassin 
means a conspiracy, which the - 

. Commission has rejected as a 
* possibility. 

Bullet Course 

The Commission solves this 
problem in an imaginative and 
skillful way. It tells us that 

"one of the bullets must have - 
struck President -Kennedy in 
the back, gone through his 
neck, come out the front, hit 
Gov. Connally in the back, 

"gone through his chest, break- 
ing a rib on the way, come out 
just below his right nipple, 
slammed through his right 

‘ wrist, breaking another bone 
there, and lodged in his deft 
thigh. - 

Such a coincidence might 
. have occurred. 11 is possible for 

a bullet to follow thé course 
assigned to this’ one by the 
Warren Commission given the 

1 ne teen sane 

  

~~ 

woe, 

" proper alignment and an ade- 

_. is 

guate velocity. But doubt 
creeps into the Commission's 
explanation almost at once: 
John Connally, his wife and a~ 
host of other witnesses all in- 
sist that Connally was hit bya 

. Separate bullet. - 

Governor Connally's testi. 
mony about what happened 
during the shooting was dev- | 
astating-to the Commission’s 
theory of a single shot wound- 
ing both the Governor and the 
President. Connally, you will 
remember, was riding in the - 
jump seat right in front of 
President Kennedy when the 
shooting began. . 

Hit by Second Shot 

Connally said he heard one . 
shot, then was hit by a shot 
that he did not hear, ‘then - 
heard another shot, and he 
expressed the belief that all 
the shots were. fired within 
about 10 or 12 seconds. 

When Arien Specter, a Com- . 
mission lawyer, asked Con- . 
nally which shot hit him, the 
tall, handsome Texan answered 
without hesitation: “The sec- 
ond one.” 

Not one eyewitness ever vol- 
unieered the opinion to the 
Warren Commission that Con- 
nally was struck by the same 
bullet that hit Mr. Kennedy. 
‘The Commission reached this 
conclusion, in spite of a wealth 
of evidence against it, in spite 

-of Connally’s own account of 
what happened. ; 

. 4f the Commission had ac-_ 
cepted the implications of its 
evidence and had concluded 
that Connally was wounded by” 
a separate bullet, that would. 
have been the end of the neat . 
picture of the assassination as 
the work of one deranged man 
acting alone. As we have seen, 
if Connally was hit by a sepa- 
rate bullet, four or more bul- 

” Jets were fired, and if at least. 
four bullets were fired, more 
than one man was firing. - - 
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IAs al... as the Warren 
‘Commission's description of 
Connally's wounds may be, it ! 
is no more confusing than: 
“the Commission description of; 
President Kennedy’s wounds. 

», According to the Commis- 
+ Sion, you will recall, President 

- ‘Kennedy was shot once in the 
- ‘back and once in the back of 

the head. The first bullet, the 
~ Commission says, struck Pres- 

ident Kennedy at a point 
‘about 523 inches below the tip! 
‘of the right mastoid process— 

«which is the bone behind the 
*-ear—and about the same dis- 

tance from the tip of the right 
» shoulder joint. This bullet, the 
‘Commission says, cut through 
the President's body and exited. 

‘at a point on the neck where 
-Mr. Kennedy's tie knot was 
located, or just below — the 

*Adam’s apple. The second bul- 
‘let that hit the President 

“fentered his head from the 
right rear, the Commission 
found, and exited from the 
right front. 

‘ Two Examinations 

Two groups of doctors ex- 
amined the President after he 
!was shot. One group was at 
‘Parkland Hospital, in Dallas, 

* ;where the President was taken 
“right after the shooting and 
-*where he was pronounced 
-tdead. The second group of 
doctors examined his body at 

  

‘was performed. . 
| During the autopsy, X-rays 
--and photographs were made 

i Bethesda, where the Kel 

.of the President's body and its’ 
wounds. ‘These vital medical 

4tecords were turned over: to 
the Secret Service by the 

‘Bethesda doctors and have 
. never been shown to the pyb- 

** lic. Not even the members bf 
ithe Warren Commission have 
:{seen these invaluable recorfis, 

Instead of studying thése 
' photographs and X-rays, the 
“Commission relied heavily on 

. two sources of information to 
Getermine the location of the 

| President's wounds: The test! 
mony of the doctors who per- 
; formed the autopsy, and some 
tough though informative 
| drawings made by a medical. 
. Mlustrator. who had not seen 
‘the photographs or X-rays 
ielther, but who drew the 
sketches at the direction of 

-. One af the Rethosle dartare . 

he Nop Autopsy Notes - 
No original note¥~on the 

- autopsy wurvive. In an act 
reminiscent of Capt. J. Ww.- 
’ Fritz's destruction of his notes 
; on Oswald's interrogation, they, 
:, Were burned by the doctor who 
; made them. 

4°, "Dr. James J. Humes ad- 
! fhitted that he destroyed the 
:$otes in a sworn statement on 1 Pov. 24, two days after the! . 

utopsy was completed. “I, 
James J. Humes, certify that 

,T have destroyed by burning 
‘ certain preliminary draft notes 
relating to Naval Medical 

, School Autopsy Report A63- 
1 272 and have officially trans.. 
« Mitted all other papers related 
,to this report to higher au- 
thority.” 
Why did Dr. Humes destroy 

these preliminary but Poten.- 
‘tially revealing notes? No 
.Feason is given. Nor is any . Feason given for the Commis- 

, sion’s apparent Jack of interest 
: in the X-rays and photographs ; of Mr. Kennedy's body, which 
would have provided incon- 

“trovertible proof of “the loca- 
tion of the President’s wounds. 

: Without the X-rays and pho- 
“tographs, we can’ never be 
certain of thé precise location 
of the wounds. And without 
Ping certain of their exact 
'Idpation, we cannot be sure 
whether the picture of the 
@sfassination painted by the 
Commission is even possible, 
let alone probable. 

: ‘Wound Drawings 
‘ The only tangible graphic 
rendering. of the location of 
the wounds is found in the 
drawings made by the medical 
Hlustrator. What do they 
show? 

One drawing depicts two 
fulllength figures standing 

  

  ‘gide by side, one seen from the 
~Cee ee, eit 

  

eg, Ye, -O—ecesmmee back, the other” from the front. Marked on ‘these figures are 4 locations of ¢ 
wounds yo", f he bullet 

ly. On close examination of the two drawings, we discover @ remarkable situation: The bullet wound shown on the jback of the figure tg lower :than the wound shown on the ‘front. The two figures are (enact the same size and were @rawn in accurate Proportion if not in precise scale. Yet the ‘Wound on the back is Jower than the one on the front. 
Strange Course 

- Ifthe drawing is correct, the bullet that presumably entered: jthe President's back on a ‘downward course turned in- explicably and exited in an jUpward direction. To compli- ‘cate matters even more, this! Same bullet, according to the) . ‘Warren. Commission, then changed direction again and raced through Connally’s body on a downward course. 
In addition to the full-length drawings, the Commission was} Provided with drawings of the’ President's head and shoulders| in side and rear views. These drawings show the back wound far differently than the full- Jength sketches. On the small drawings, the wound in the President's back has moved considerably higher, toward the nape of his neck, and the track in the side view ds clearly downward. ! One of these exhibits ig ob-| viously wrong, Only the X-rays/ and photographs can establish | leh. But we cannot see the! “rays and photogra . e out, P er phs toting 
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Nature of Wounds | 
“Vital a determination of 

whether: fl) the shots fired at Mr. Kenhedy came from the 
“book depository, as the Com- 
mission asserts they did, is not. 
only the location but also the 
nature of the wounds, . 

Initially, the doctors who ex. . 
amined Mr. Kennedy at Park- 
‘land Hospital were convinced 
that the wound in the front of 
his neck was an entry wound, 
‘For one thing, they neglected. 
{to examine the President close-| 
ly enough to discover the 
‘wound in his back at all. For 
another the neck wound was 
small, round and free of jagged 
edges. It looked to the doctors 
and nurses attending the Presij- 
dent like an entry wound. ' ,__ If the wound was what they!” thought it was, it must have 
come from a gun aimed at the 
President from ahead of him,| ° ‘rather than from the book de. 
Pository to his rear, 

_ An Exit Wound 
But the Warren Commission 

says that theautopsy performed ! jat Bethesda established that. 
this neck wound was an exit! 
wound. The autopsy, the Com. 
mission says, showed that the 
small wound in the President's! 
back was the bullet’s point of 
entry, and that it cut through 
Mr, Kennedy's lower neck and 
exited at about the point 
where the knot of his tie Jay. 

Unfortunately, the doctors 
who ‘performed the autopsy 
on President Kennedy at ! 
Bethesda could not make an 
empirical judgment about the 
neck wound because they 
“Never saw it. During the des- . 
‘perete efforts to save the Pres- 
ident’s life earlier that day, 
the doctors at Parkland Hospi- 

ital had mutilated the wound 
jin the President's neck. They 
had cut it open and enlarged 

iit in order to insert a trache- 
jotomy tube that was intended 
jte help the President breathe. 

“In the earlier stages of the, 
autopsy.” the Commission re.’ 
veals, “the surgeons were un- 
able to find a path into any 
large muscle in the back of 
the neck. At that time they, 
did not know that there had! 
been a bullet hole in the front 
of the President’s neck when 
he arrived at Parkland Hospi- 
tal because the tracheotomy 
incision had completely elimi. 
Dated that evidence.” 

Incision Hid Wound 

  

    

    

   
   

  

   

    

   

  

   
   

  

   

        

   

   
   

   
   
   

    

   

  

   

  

    

   

    

    

    

  

   

    

   

   
     

  

    
    

    
   

    

  

  

  

  

to the right. That | 
ciscly where Frazie 
nedy was shot. Now try to 
figure out how a bullet enter. 
ng at that point could travel 
iownward and exit from el - 

spot just below the President's|- 
Adam's apple. As you will dis- 
cover, it is an impossibility. 

No Description 

Not only does the Commis. 
sion deprive us of the conclu-' 
sive evidence about the wounds; 
that exists in the photographs, 
and X-rays made durin 
autopsy, but by a 
omission it deprives us of a 
description of the wounds that 
might have shed 
light on thom. - 

In Jacqueline Kennedy's tes-{ 
timony to the Commission, she 
told how the shoofin; 
and how she heard a voice ery, 
“Get to the hospital,” and how 
President Kennedy fell into 
her lap mortally wounded. 

At this point in her test. 
mony, a bracketed statement 
appears. It says: “Ref 
to wounds deleted.” . 
We are given no explanation 
A 

clothes Mr, Kennedy was Wear. 
ing when he was shot. 
\ FBI agent Robert A. Frazier 

Id the Commission about two, 
ttle holes in President Ken- 
edy’s shirt and jacket which 

cry out against the Commis- 
j sion's version of the assassi- Kennedy had suffered any neck . wound at all, they would in. 

evitably have had to conclude 
that the back wound was 
caused by a bullet entering 
rather than exiting his body. 
As far as these doctors knew, 
there was no point of exit for 
this bullet. One wonders to 
what extent this Initial deci- 
sion, based on erroneous in- 
formation, colored the ultimate 
findings of the pathologists, 

Holes in Clothing 

Without Dr. Humes’ prelim. 
inary notes, we have no way, 
of knowing hoW confused the 
pathologists were about this| 
back ‘wound, operating as they 
were under completely false 

“I found on the back of the 
shirt a hole, 5% inches below 
the top of the collar, and as 
you look at the back of the 
shirt 11% inch to the Tight of 
the midline of the shirt...” 
Frazier said. He added that he 
found a ‘similar hole in the 
President’s jacket 5% inches below the top of the collar and 
1% inches to the right of the 
mid-seam. The slight differ- 
ence in the positioning of the 
two holes, Frazier explained, 
could be accounted for “by a 
portion of the collar sticking 
up above the coat about a 

  
Try a little experiment your- 

self. Get a jacket and measure 
5% inches from the top of the 
collar along the mid-seam in 

at thejthe back. Now move 1% inches 
. Cen 

The waters grow even mud- 
'dier when one looks 
—_—_—_ .   
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for this censorship of textimony|possibility that the Commis-:Commission decides that Gov. by the Commission. Presum-|sion deleted . this ably the Commission was con-     
description! ernor Connally and President because Mrs. Kennedy's words Kennedy were hit by the same cerned about the sensibilities|conflicted with the Commis-jbullet—ali compel the belief of the American people. De- sion’s own version of what thel that we have gotten some- . scribing the wounds was not! President's wounds were like./thing less than the full story ‘too. much for Mrs. Kennedy, 

but apparently the Commis- 
sion decided reading her de- nerable to the charge that it}Commission, ' ,8tription would be too much{was intentionally hiding some. ifor the American People to/thi | A Challenge 

ing. 
bear. - , 

| As we have seen, the evi- 
' Misplaced Concern 

iceinnr. (dence to support the Commis- The Warren Commission's sion's thesis that Gov. Con- feoncern is misplaced. We do nally was hit by the same 
oi Cit cea age eee mission’s|nuliet that hit President Ken Solicitousness for our sensi- necly is seriously challenged by bilities. That was not the Com- evidence suggesting that Con- mission’s function. Its pur. nally was hit by a separate pose was {© provide us withlunct. In addition. there re the truth. We counted on fhe main many questions about Warren Commission to provide whether Mr. Kennedy's back us with the most complete ree- and neck wounds originated in ord of the assassination that preciscly the way Lhe Commis we could hope to obtain. Along, sion says they did, : ‘ with other omissions and eva- : sions, the deletion of Mrs. Ken-| The Commission's inconelu-! nedy’s description of her hus- sive evidence about the num-; band's injuries suggests that|her of shots that were fired, | we did not get what we had althe doubts that linger about right to expect. the direction of the shots, the Even _more alarming is the! flimsy basis on which the 

    

    

   
     

  

   

    

      

   

  

By deleting this testimony, the|of President ‘Kennedy's assas- Commission leaves itself vul-|sination from the Warren 
Reel” 

 


